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Expanded form grade 5 worksheet

Expanded worksheet of a number of fourth-grade math questions to practice the expanded form according to the site values of your digit.1. Type the extended form of the following numbers:(i) 1234(ii) 6587(iii) 90273(iv) 29012(v) 5008(vi) 49300 (vii) 900015(viii) 5041482. View expanded forms of numbers and type the standard form: (i) 90000 + 8000 + 700 + 60 + 5 (ii) 2000 + 300 + 80 + 7 (iii) 40000 + 3000 + 200 + 50 + 9 (iv) 20000 + 7000 +10 + 2 (v) 700000 + 70 + 8 (wine) 30000 + 7000 + 60 + 8 3. Here are some numbers: 1130, 1140, 1150, 1160, 1170, 1180. Each number onwards is 10 more than the
previous number. Based on the above pattern, type the following five numbers from: (i) 1540, ............., ..., ...... (ii) 5855,
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
(iii) 40343,
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
(iv) 20125,
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
4. Counting by 100, type the four numbers of: (i) 3132 (ii) 6530 (iii) 10940 (iv) 25672 5. Counting by 1000, write the following three numbers of: (i) 1930 (ii) 45575 (iii) 24670 6. Counting for ten thousand, type the following three numbers for: (i) 15690 (ii) 31957 (iii) 35038 7. Fill in the blanks: (i) 68735 = ...... ten thousand + ...... thousand + ...... one hundred + ...... dozens + ...... one (ii) 589044 =...... one hundred + ...... thousands + ...... a (iii) 87632 = (...... x 10000) + (7 x ......) + (...... x 100) + (3 x ......) + (...... x 1) (iv) 54907 = 50000+ ...... + ...... + 7 If students have any queries about the expanded worksheet of a
series of questions please fill in the comments box below so we can help you. However, suggestions for further improvement, of all quarters would be highly appreciated. Numbers: Worksheets in Numbers.Number Worksheets.Worksheets on Comparison numbers. Spreadsheet in numbers. Spreadsheet in writing numbers. Worksheets showing numbers in Spike Abacus.Worksheet on Site Value. Expanded form spreadsheet of a number. Spreadsheet on the formation of numbers. Spreadsheet when rounding numbers. Spreadsheet in site values. 4th Grade Math Activities 4th Grade Math Sheets in
Expanded Form number to homepage I couldn't find what I was looking for? Or you want to know more about math-only math. Use this Google Search to find what you need. Looking for high quality mathematical spreadsheets aligned with common core standards for K-8 degrees? Our premium spreadsheet packages contain 10 activities and the answer key to challenge your students and help them understand each and every one of the topics within their grade level. Related Resources The different resources listed below are aligned with the same standard, (2NBT03) extracted from CCSM (Common Core
Standards For Mathematics) as shown above in the site value spreadsheet. Read and type numbers to 1000 using base-ten numbers, number names and expanded shape. Flashcard Place value number cards (7 pages) 0 to 9, 10 to 90, and 100 to 900 Worksheet Similar to list above, the following resources are aligned with related related in the Common Core for Mathematics that together support the following learning result: Understand the value of the Skip Counting site (example/orientation) Understanding Place Value (Thousands, Hundreds, Tens, Ones) (From Example/Guidance) Number Line ( 0 to
100 – by 5s) (with option from 1 to 8 lines / page) (From number line) Number line (0 to 100) - Showing only 5, 15, 25, 35, etc. (From number line) Number line (0 to 100) – marks at 1s, numbers to 5s (Number Line) Line numbers (0 to 1000) - marks at 10s, numbers to 100s (from number line) Line number (0 to 100 ) - numbers to 1s - divided into five lines (from number line) Line number - Counting by 2 (0 to 50 with numbers to two) (From number line) Numbers over 100 (five lines on the page : 100 to 600) (From number line) Numbers over 100 (four lines on page: 600 to 1000) (From number line) Line
numbers 0 to 150 (3 lines on page) (From number line) Number line 0 to 100 (Counting by 100 2s ) (From number line) Number line 1 to 500 (single page divided into ten lines) (From number line) Number line 501 - 1000 (single page divided into ten lines) (Number line) Line number 0 to 100 with symbols (symbols in 1s, 5s, and 10s) (From numeric line) Number lines 0 to 20 and 0 to 100 (portrait format) (Number line 0 to 50 and 50 to 100 (marks to 1s and numbers to 10s) (From number line) From 0 to 200 marks to 1s annotations in the 10 (Number Line) Blank : Ten ranges (10 per page vertical format)
(from the numeric line) blank - Marks to 1, 10s, 100s (also for decimal places, e.g. tenths to thousands) (Number line) Number line: 0 to 60 (Ranges of 5) (between 1 and 8 lines/ page) (Number Line) Waves, Tens, &amp; &amp; Hundreds : 16 per page (From chart) Some, Dozens, &amp;& Hundreds: 4 per page (from chart) Waves, Tens, &amp;& Hundreds (From Chart) Place Value Chart: Hundreds (From Chart) Place Value Arrow Cards (Small, Medium, and Large Sizes) (From Activity) Missing Numbers (From Worksheet) Convert numbers of their conventional form into written and extended forms is a
way to start understanding the value of the site. That nine digits in place of hundreds is something very different from a new digit on the site, and these concepts are sometimes hard to pick up. The worksheets on this page practice converting numbers between standard, expanded, and word form to help build these concepts and include worksheets with special border cases that often re-travel up from hungry high school students to explore the value of the site. Convert numbers between formsWhen we type numbers in numeric form we make many assumptions that young primary school students must
learn explicitly. A good example is when we talk about a download of numbers (in the form of a word), we jump on the site values that have zeros in them. This subtle discontinuity is something that can easily confuse students who still struggle with the value of the site, and can be seen as 'four thousand six' written as '46' in response. Whoops! The printable worksheets of this page practice convert the numbers both in expanded form and into word form. This helps students focus on the place values of single digits, as well as increase understanding of how they average numbers. Tiles have variable length
problems (more digits!) convert different directions. Each different type of number conversion worksheet, and when you may want to apply it is discussed in more detail below. Using expanded form spreadsheetsThe worksheets on this page require the student to type numbers in expanded form, typing numbers in standard form and rewriting numbers in word form. The same numbers have a specific meaning, which is the exact count of the objects to which the number refers. There are several means to express a number, and each has a different role to play. However, when you start to understand the
value of the site, being able to convert the numbers to the expanded shape or back is a very useful skill. The extended form sheets on this page are a great practice for students learning about site value and a larger number of digits. What is the extended form? The expanded form is a way to write a number so that all site value components in the number are separated. When we type a number in expanded form, each digit is broken down and multiplied by its site value, so the sum of all values equals the original number. Writing numbers in expanded formThe easiest way to view the writing of an expanded
number is to see an example. Think number 1234. This number has three digits, so the extended representation of the number will have three components.1.234 = 1000 + 200 + 30 + 4When the number is written in expanded form, it is easier to understand the exact magnitude of each digit. In this example, although the '1' on the site of thousands is numerically lower than the '4' on the site, the expanded notation makes it clear that the site value connotes a much greater value even though the digit itself is smaller. Word FormNumbers numbers in word form are written in a way that corresponds to how you
would read the value of a word aloud. For smaller numbers, the word form number is something that most students have a familiarity with and it is easy to understand ... 123 in word form is 'one hundred and twenty-three'Complexity comes when periods are introduced (we are not talking about decimal places here). A numerical period is a three-digit group that denotes the main place values of the number groups. These are typically the billions, millions, billions and similar amounts that are separated into groups of three place, either by decimal places (or, in some countries, by commas). So, for example,
consider this number... 123.123.123The word of this number is one hundred and twenty-three million, one hundred and twenty-three thousand, one hundred and twenty-three. You will notice that the typical grouping of numbers corresponds to we enter the words 'millions' and the like. The aim of the word form tokens here is to develop a level of comfort with these period groupings. Note that when you type numbers in the form of a word (or speak numbers for the case), that the use of the word 'i' is a very specific indicator that the entire component of that number has been described completely and that the
decimal place starts. So, for example... 4,321.5 = 'four thousand, three hundred and twenty-five tenths.'The word 'i' here tells us where the decimal place occurs and where we are about to start a description of the word shape of the fractional or decimal component of the number. This is important not only in writing the numbers in the form of a word, but also in writing the numerical description of an amount of dollars while writing a check or other legal description of the money. There the part after the 'i' is generally described as cents. Either way, make no mistake of using the word and anywhere while
writing the word form of the whole! Teaching site value with expanded form worksheetsSenyed form worksheets reinforce site value concepts by getting students to consider the actual value assigned to each digit in a number. Although the process seems simplistic, through the practice of converting to and from the enlarged form, its students develop a more innate sense of number by being forced to consider not only the absolute value of a digit, but it is the correspondence to their position in the whole number. A good place to start is either the above worksheets in the expanded site value worksheets or
conventional expanded form worksheets, and then work gradually through these, incorporating extended form exercises with decimal places if you have converged on these topics. Breaking down the numbers in expanded form is a little more procedural than going to other forms, but once this skill is mastered any of the reverse numbers of expanded form worksheets will reinforce the concepts. You can choose to vary the complexity of the work you assign by selecting extended form worksheets with longer digits or decimal values, or simply mix these worksheets as review tasks periodically, especially with
students who seem to struggle with basic operations involving multiple-digit problems. Regardless of the approach you choose, all listings on this page, including expanded form tabs, will help you convert between different number shapes and the value of the teaching site. Also be sure to check out the site value chart for help figuring out periods and other site value subtleties! Value!
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